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Important Catchup Two Weeks via Truth-Media on the ‘Covid’ Op
Please share this digest of key links to important
information, particularly to your medical professional
friends—doctors, nurses, caregivers:















Let me start with the column by Children’s Health
Defense, which reports on an audio confession given by
Dr, Byram Bridle in the belly of beast, Canada: “We
made a big mistake.” [He reports that spike protein pathogens travel all thru the
body, causing immense harm: https://bit.ly/3fLTnzx_Whoopsies_Spike_Protein]
The CHD audio is shared by terrain theoryite, Dr. Thomas Cowan, in a 60-minute
discussion He basically responds to the Bridle confession, “Duh!”
(https://bit.ly/3cCx0dJ_Cowan_on_Spike_Protein). Thank you, to John T. for the
Cowan video.
Lorri B. points me to a fabulous discussion-Q&A by Dr. David Martin and Dr. Judy
Mikovits at the “Free and Brave” Conference during the 3d weekend in May 2021:
http://bit.ly/3vjUk6H_Martin_and_Markovitz_on_the_Bioweapon. Key question is
where is the link to “the next morning” by Dr. Judy, where she is discussing treatments If you find it please send to me at brian@brianRwright.com.
From Dallas, on 6/5/21, a special “Event 2021” presentation by Dr. Richard Fleming was livestreamed by TheHighWire. He’s a highly credentialed, pro-vaccine allopath giant who proves current spike protein ‘vaccines’ are bioweapons portending
our extinction: https://bit.ly/3zjRu4X_Fleming_on_Event_2021. Also vital for those
who want to know treatments for the spike protein poisoning, Dr. Fleming’s leading
edge research is located here: https://bit.ly/357Gp93_Fleming_Method_Site.
Also from the Fleming presentation,
VAERS data show that these spike
protein ‘vaxxes’ will kill ~ 3x the
number that ALL vaccines in previous
years killed. The Swine Flu vax was
halted after 25 deaths.
TheHighWire has a brilliant session
with Dr. Michael Yeadon, former VP of
Pfizer, UK, who is now warrior vs. the
mRNA and the vector-DNA spike
protein generators. Lists six solid reasons why the public officials are not just mistaken, they are lying to you and will kill you with these bioweapons if you let them:
https://bit.ly/2SrZxMl_High_Wire_News_20210610. 2 hours into the podcast.
Tucker Carlson continues to bring up the naked truth of the bioweapons, and
standing up for freedom of choice and the Nuremberg Code for starters:
http://bit.ly/2Svm1Mu_Tucker_Carlson_Vax_Pushers_Lying.
Though not in the previous two weeks, this Dream Team discussion has Drs.
Sherri Tenpenny, Carrie Madej, Lee Merritt, Larry Pavleski, and Christiane
Northrup talk about the spiked protein bioweapon:
https://bit.ly/33slqx7_Dream_Team_vs_Cjab_Transmission.

Bottom line, per the Fauci emails: The ‘covid’ ‘virus’ is a sophisticated intentional BIOWEAPON designed by Deep Global, as are the Gates ‘covid’ ‘vaccines.’
Further, they and compliant public officials have committed mass murder by denying
access to clinical cures. When does “an enraged citizenry” break thru the barriers and
and the perps start going to jail?

